Science Day 2022
Thursday, April 14, 2022
Housatonic Valley Regional High School, Falls Village CT
Sponsored by Mad Gardeners, Inc.
A BLOCK / 7:50-8:55 AM - The Science of Seafood: The Science of Seafood Husbandry

This presentation will take a broad view of the role of veterinarians in the seafood supply chain. We will discuss
topics such as fish health and welfare, seafood safety and processing, seafood logistics, culinary arts and consumer
sentiment. It is the intention of this talk to give a shallow introduction to multiple areas in the production lifecycle of
seafood that might be of interest to students and professionals alike.

Dr. Stephen Frattini is a veterinarian and the owner of the Center For
Aquatic Animal Research and Management (CFAARM), a New York-based
practice. Dr. Frattini is a 2004 graduate of NYU, where he studied neural
science and philosophy; and a 2010 graduate of the Cornell College of
Veterinary Medicine; where he focused on aquatic animal health, specifically
fish and invertebrates.
CFAARM is dedicated to the development of Integrated Seafood Science, an
understanding of the entirety of the seafood supply chain, from the animals to the consumer. Dr.
Frattini believes that aquatic animal health management, application of technology, and education
and outreach are critical to developing a robust seafood veterinary practice.

B BLOCK / 8:59-9:43 AM - Follow the Forest: What Animals Can Teach Us About Climate Resilience
Northwest Connecticut has a lot of forests – but did you ever stop to think about how these forests are connected,
and what that means for wildlife moving within them? We are part of a great chain stretching from New Jersey to
Canada - and breaking any of its links puts us all at risk. Join Paul Mailhot-Singer and Connie Manes from the
Housatonic Valley Association in examining ways that anyone can help manage their property and/or contribute
data to an effort to keep wildlife corridors intact.

Paul Mailhot-Singer joined HVA last fall as an Americorps member. During
his service term, Paul conducts outreach and collaborates with partner
organizations to advance the Follow the Forest Initiative. Paul helped develop
Follow the Forest's new linkage assessment tool, which relies on community
science to crowdsource data on the connections between forests.

Paul received his B.A. in Religious Studies from Pomona College and wrote his
thesis on the preservation of sacred forests in Japan and India. In high school,
he spent memorable afternoons trail running in the woods that neighbor
HVA's headquarters, and Follow the Forest's mission of protecting those same woods inspired his return to
the valley land.

Connie Manes lives in Kent and works with land trusts throughout the Northeast,

working to preserve natural lands. She is the Executive Director of the Kent Land Trust, and
the Director of the Litchfield Hills Greenprint Collaborative, a Regional Conservation
Partnership of 34 land trusts in northwest Connecticut.
Since 2013, she has also served as a Circuit Rider for the Land Trust Alliance, providing
direct assistance to small and all-volunteer land trusts. Connie holds a Master’s Degree in
Public Administration from Pace University and a J.D. from New York University School of
Law. She chairs Kent’s Conservation Commission. In her free time, she can be found at the
hockey rink with her sons, running or hiking, or searching for critters in local streams.
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C BLOCK / 9:47-10:31 AM - Electron Microscopy: How Small Things Can Make Big Things Happen
Heard of Nanoscience? For this presentation, we’ll begin with an overview of what Electron Microscopy is, and
discuss how it's accessed. We’ll also look at the machinery involved, how small these images are, and see how
prosperities of materials change at a small scale. We’ll explore some really cool images that have been taken on our
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and conclude with a discussion about the research being done on the Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscope (SEM) around sustainability.

Carey Ciaburri is a graduate student in the Applied Physics program with a concentration in Material
Science and Nanotechnology at Southern Connecticut University graduating in Spring 2022. She currently
serves as a graduate assistant for the Connecticut State College and University Center for Nanotechnology.
Carey received her undergraduate degree in Earth Science from Southern Connecticut State University and
spent a number of years as a gemologist. She has always had a passion for looking at things under a
microscope. In her free time, Carey likes to hike and fill her house with as many rocks as possible.

FLEX BLOCK / 10:35-11:19 AM - No presentations are scheduled.
D BLOCK / 11:23 AM-12:24 PM - Live Birds of Prey with Sharon Audubon Center
Live hawks and owls will accompany Sharon Audubon Center Staff to demonstrate
their beauty, power and connection with the natural world. We’ll discover these
amazing predators’ similarities and differences, as well as how each species has
adapted for survival. Through this program, the audience will understand why
raptors and their environment should continue to be protected and respected.
The Sharon Audubon Center is currently home to over 11 different species of
non-releasable birds of prey, including Red-tailed Hawks, Great Horned Owls,
Eastern Screech Owls, American Kestrels, Turkey Vultures and more.
The Sharon Audubon Center is located on Route 4 in Sharon, CT and is open to the
public year round. Visitors can attend various nature education programs, view
birds of prey in their large, outside aviaries, learn about the live resident reptiles,
insects and other animals in the Nature Center, visit the Nature Store gift shop, or hike any of the 11 miles of trails.
In the summer and early fall, visitors can take a tour of the Butterfly House and native plant gardens. The Center is
also home to the Wildlife Rehabilitation Program, which admits close to 1000 injured and orphaned animals,
focusing on birds, each year with the hope of releasing them back into the wild. Check us out online at
www.sharon.audubon.org or Facebook.

Wendy Miller is the Education Program Manager at Sharon Audubon Center, overseeing and
teaching educational programs both onsite at Audubon and as outreach for schools, Scout groups,
libraries, bird and garden clubs and more. She is also the Summer Camp Director. Over her more
than 25 years at Audubon, Wendy has been involved in many different events and projects at the
Center, including bird banding, overseeing the Butterfly Project, and Wildlife Rehabilitation. She is
the COEEA 2021 Environmental Educator of the Year.

LUNCH / 12:24-12:49 PM - No presentations are scheduled.
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E BLOCK / 12:53-1:37 PM - Soil Science: The Benefits of Organic Matter in Home Garden Soil
You probably already know that composted organic materials can be used to grow plants more effectively; however,
now we’ll take it one step further— during this presentation, we’ll look at soil from a geological, biological and
chemical perspective, and simply explain the science behind its benefits. We’ll explore how organic matter improves
soil while it enables plants to take up nutrients, and more.

Joyce Tomaselli loved gardening as a child but decided to pursue a more technical path in college. She
holds degrees in Math, Computer Science and Strategic Marketing Management. After a career as a
computer programmer and speaker at many technical support events around the world, Joyce trained to be
a Master Gardener Volunteer. She is now CCEDC’s Community Horticulture Resource Educator. Joyce is
active with regional CCE programs, especially invasive species education, as well as Master Gardener
Volunteer training. At home Joyce grows orchids, enjoys ornamental gardening with perennials and has
recently branched out to vegetables and fruit, despite the deer.

F BLOCK / 1:41-2:25 PM - Hydroponic Farming: The Future of Food

Gresczyk Farms has been experimenting with hydroponic lettuce since 2005,
and has learned to produce it using low-impact and cost-effective methods.
The benefits of hydroponics can be surprising! During this presentation, we’ll
discover its benefits, while taking a look at challenges associated with growing
crops using this method.

Bruce Gresczyk is co-owner of Gresczyk Farm in New Hartford. He
holds a Bachelor of Technology in Agricultural Business from SUNY
Cobleskill, with a focus on Agronomy, Greenhouse Management, and
Plant Science. After graduating from college in 2008, Bruce came onto
Gresczyk Farms as a partner. In 2019, he and his brother bought out
their parents. Currently, Bruce manages the business, and holds the
position of Head Grower. Gresczyk Farm grows about 130 acres of
field grown vegetables, with 30,000 square feet of greenhouse space.
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Ashley Hamilton: Mad Gardeners, Inc. 203-788-4239, ashleylhamilton@gmail.com
Dana Slaughter: Mad Gardeners, Inc. 203-770-1119, dana99usa@gmail.com
Mary Guilfoile: Mad Gardeners, Inc. 757-685-8102, maryguilfoile2740@gmail.com
David Moran: HVRHS. 860-824-5123 extension 1357, dmoran@hvrhs.org
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Stephen Frattini: sfrattini@cfaarm.com
Paul Mailhot-Singer: paul.mailhotsinger@gmail.com
Connie Manes: connie@manes-consulting.com
Wendy Miller: wendy.miller@audubon.org
Bruce Gresczyk: brucejr@gresczykfarms.com
Joyce Tomaselli: jdt225@cornell.edu
Carey Ciaburri: ciaburric2@southernct.edu
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